Keywords: wet duster, dust capturing mechanisms, dust removal mechanism, research situation Brownian motion affects the particles with radius of less than 2 mm. The motion is related to temperature. The higher the temperature is, the higher level of particle's irregular motion will be, the easier the particles will be captured on the droplet.
Influencing factors of the dust-capturing efficiency
(1) The relative velocity between dust and droplet .
The greater the relative velocity is, the easier the air film of dust particles will be broken through and the droplet surface tension will be overcome, the easier the dust particles will be captured.
(2) Droplet intensity.
Under the circumstances of droplet particles in the same diameter size, the larger number of droplets per unit volume is, the more opportunities particles will contact with droplets. The droplet intensity is related to the water pressure and nozzle structure. 
Vibrating wire duster
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